Status Report for Auto-call on RDX
ISIN: XS0405323159

Buy-Back Price (14.05.2010): 143.50

Product Details
Description

The 5 Year Auto-call on RDX is a 5 year product offering a return linked to
the performance of the Russian Depositary Index (the Index). The product can be
automatically called on any of the five annual valuation dates. If on any of annual
valuation dates 1 - 4, the underlying index level is equal to or greater than its starting
level, the product would mature and the investor will receive the nominal amount
invested plus 43.50% X year of redemption.
If the product would not be automatically called on annual valuation dates 1 – 4, on
maturity the investor would receive an amount according to the following: i) If on
maturity date, the underlying index level is equal to or greater than its starting level -->
the investor will receive the nominal amount invested plus a coupon of 217%.50
[=43.50% X 5]. ii) If on maturity date, the underlying index is below its starting level but
at or above 50% of the starting level --> the investor will receive the nominal amount
invested. iii) ) If on maturity date, the underlying index below its starting level but at or
above 50% of the starting level --> the investor will receive an amount equal to [Index
level at maturity / Index starting level] x nominal amount invested.

Capital Guarantee

Conditional

Issue Date

18.08.2008

Strike Date (Strike Level)

Underlying index closing value on 09.08.2008

Annual Valuation Dates

10.08.2009, 09.08.2010, 09.08.2011, 09.08.2012 and 09.08.2013. Values used
are the underlying index closing values on the above annual Valuation Dates.
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Historical Performance
The performance of the underlying instrument since the product’s issue:
Russian Depositary Index

Capital Protection Barrier
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Observations
Russian Depositary Index
Observation
Initial

*

Price

- 09.08.2008

1

- 10.08.2009

2

- 09.08.2010

3

- 09.08.2011

4

- 09.08.2012

Final

- 09.08.2013

Last

- 14.05.2010

Change
1,632.92

*

1,063.02

-34.90%

1,436.94

-12.00%

The observation date was moved according to the product's terms.

The Index is 12% below its Trigger Level. Unless the Index is above its Trigger Level (i.e. rises by at least 13.64%) on
09.08.2010 (the next observation date), the product would not be auto-called and would therefore continue to its next year.

Disclaimer
This report (or analysis) is based on sources believed by ****************************************** to be correct and reliable. However, no guarantee, representation or warranty,
expressed or implied, is made by ****************************************** or any person as to the materialisation, correctness, accuracy or completeness of the information,
opinions, estimates and forecasts contained in the report. All rights reserved. This report is not intended to provide the basis of any investment or other evaluation and should
not be considered as a recommendation by ****************************************** that any recipient of this report should take any particular financial action. Each recipient
contemplating any financial action should make its own independent investigation of the financial conditions and affairs, and its own appraisal of the financial product in question.
None of the information supplied in this report constitutes an offer or invitation by or on behalf of ****************************************** to any person to take any particular
financial action. Any recipient should consult with their financial advisers and any other adviser they deem appropriate prior to taking any financial action.
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